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Preface
This tutorial covers DigitalLith, a program which simulates lith prints for digital images. Lith
printing is a special darkroom process which I got addicted to. It is a technique which uses
black&white negatives, black&white silver gelatin paper and a black&white developer to
achieve quite moody and colorful images. If you are interested in the darkroom process,
and I hope after having played around with DigitalLith you are interested in the real
process, please have a look at some books from Tim Rudman (see in the Appendix). The
real process produces beautiful unique images with a special mood and feel to it.
DigitalLith is only a simulation and was never intended to replace the real process.
You might ask why I did DigitalLith then anyway? That is a valid question. And I try to give
you a valid answer. To do the real process you need a darkroom. And I do not have a
darkroom any more. In the end I used my darkroom just to do lith prints. But you need to
continuously do it to get reproducible results. By the time I closed my darkroom I had not
enough time and also started to use digital cameras. I thought I can live without lith prints.
But I could not. Because of that I started to look into how to simulate the process (or the
results) in Photoshop. Now, I am not a very experienced Photoshop user. I was not able to
get even near the look of a real lith print. That was the time where I thought about how one
would simulate it and that started DigitalLith.
In the beginning it was all but comfortable - a program that you use on the command line
and which then went off to compute the image taking minutes to finish and then leaving
you with a result that was not what you intended because you mixed up some of the
twenty parameters.
Lith printing itself is a time consuming process where you sometimes have development
times in the 10-15 minute range. And since it is a kind of exponential development, most of
the time you stare down on a white sheet of paper until towards the very end the image
shows up. Having the digital process run within a few minutes is not too bad, but without
looking at the image building up you are out of control. That was when I started building a
UI so that you can see the image developing and of course that you can set the
parameters in a more comfortable way. Once that has been done things fell into place from
version to version. Why do you have to remember the parameters, let’s have presets. Why
do I have to start from scratch for every new start, let’s have a session and continue right
where we left. Simulate the process even more by having a snatch button. What is the
easiest way to deliver some predefined presets, let’s have the DigitalLith exchange. Why
do I have to remember the settings used to process that image, let’s write the development
parameters into the image metadata. What about uneven development, let’s have patterns
and let’s have streaking modules and let’s load them dynamically from the DigitalLith
Exchange. Why not let the users develop their own streaking modules, let’s have an sdk.
And so on.
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Lots of functionality, lots of features, not enough documentation. This is the reason I came
up with this tutorial. It will walk you through the programs features one after another.
Rüdiger
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Install and First Run
This chapter will show you how to install the program and how to run the program.
To install DigitalLith you first need to make sure that there is an actual Java runtime
environment installed on your computer. You can download and install it from here: Java
Runtime
Note: There is already one install option for Mac OS X which has the Java runtime
bundled. This means a way bigger download, but in case you do not have Java installed
you would anyway download Java. So in this case this would be the most comfortable
solution for you and you need not to bother with installing additional software.
Since there are many people who want to avoid Java running in their browser: The Java
Runtime you install is not meant to run in your browser at all. It is an environment that will
execute the DigitalLith program on your local machine. If you do not want to have Java on
your computer you will not be able to run DigitalLith.
Now once Java is installed on your machine, go to the DigitalLith page and download the
program: Click! Use the version most suitable to your operating system. You will be able to
run the generic Unix version on any operating system, but if you are on Windows or Mac
OS it is just more convenient to install the packages meant for these operating systems.
For Windows just unpack the zip file (if your browser is not doing it automatically anyway)
which will leave you with a single executable which you can put wherever appropriate. On
a Mac just double click on the disk image file and move the application into the
Applications folder.
On Ubuntu Linux you change to the directory you downloaded the .deb file to and run
sudo dpkg -i DigitalLith_4.5.3.deb

It will install an application launcher for Gnome Desktop. You need to have openjdk-8-jre
or oracle-java8-installer be installed on your system to use the package. For the
oracle-java8-installer you will need to add some special package repository. Simpler is
to rely on openjdk which you can install via sudo apt-get install openjdk-8-jre.
On generic Unix things are a little bit more complicated. Here you have to unpack the
archive where you want the program to reside. This will create a directory digilith which
contains all the bits needed. To run the program, open a Terminal window, set the
JAVA_HOME environment variable to point to your Java installation and the
DIGITAL_LITH_HOME environment variable to point to the digilith directory created when
unpacking the archive. To start the program run
$DIGITAL_LITH_HOME/digilith.sh
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In case you are running the Gnome desktop, best would be to install the program into
/usr/local/digilith

and then add the file
/usr/local/digilith/DigitalLithProcessing.desktop

to your Gnome Launch Bar to run the program with a simple mouse click.
Now that you managed the stormy waters of installing the program let us start the program
and do some basic setup of preferences.
After clicking the program icon or running the program from a terminal window, what you
are going to see is something like this:

!
First Run

We do not care about all these elements you see in this window for now but do some basic
setup of preferences. How that is done is described in the next chapter about Preferences.
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Preferences
Here we are going to deal with setting preferences needed for the program to run.
When you start the program go to the Preferences menu. There you will be able to setup
some needed settings to use all the programs features. Some of them may not make
sense to you at this point, but here is a description of all of them and you may come back
to this later to adjust the settings accordingly.

!
Preferences Dialog

Above you can see how the preferences dialog looks like.
Let us walk through all of the preferences one after another. For some the need will show
later in the tutorial series.
• Extension Directory – You are able to load different extensions from the DigitalLith
Exchange. These might be other process modules and streaking modules (used to add
irregularities to the image). These extensions will be stored in the user home by default.
That might not be the place where you want them to live – why pollute the home
directory. Here you can specify a folder where you want the extensions to be stored.
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• Session/Presets Directory – DigitalLith uses four so-called dot files in the users home
directory. Coming from a Unix like system you might be used to dot files. Here you can
tell DigitalLith to store at least the session and preferences files in another location. I
would recommend to leave them in the home directory. For DigitalLith the dot files are
• .digital_lith_preferences

– to store the preferences you are about to edit in the

above dialog window
– to store the current session so that when you leave the
program and start again, you are able to continue the work right where you left

• .digital_lith_session

– to store the development presets that you create yourself or
that you download from the preset exchange

• .digital_lith_presets

– to store some logging in case of errors so that we do have a bit
more info about what happened

• .digital_lith_log

• Pattern Directory – If you are going to use patterns to simulate uneven development (or
for whatever reason) then you need to specify where DigitalLith will search for patterns.
How the pattern directory is setup is described in a later section of the tutorial.
• Preview Image Width/Height – You can define the size of the preview image used to
make test developments. On a larger monitor you might decide to use a bigger preview.
Keep in mind, the preview size also influences the time it takes to run test developments.
• Size of color balance – In the color balance dialog there are some gradients which let
you select the coloring as well as some curve controls to handle the mix of shadow, midtone and highlight colors. The bigger these controls the finer your control of the values.
But once a dialog does not fit to the screen Java does weird things showing the dialog.
Here you can select how big you want the controls to appear.
• Parallel Level – DigitalLith is an iterative process which needs a lot of computing to
produce the final image. Modern computers run with one or more processors each
having multiple cores. This allows the image to be computed in parallel utilizing all
processing cores. Here you can set the level of parallelization used by the program. If
you run one quad core single cpu machine which supports hyper-threading 8 might be a
good choice here. If you do not care about the tech-speak here, just run a computation
for an image and take the time it needed. Then increase the parallel level and run the
same image again. Increase the level until the computation does not get any faster.
• History Size – Whenever you run a computation, DigitalLith puts the used parameters
into the history so that you can go back to the very same parameters later. Often you will
end up playing around with changing some parameters and sometimes you realize that
you want to go back in the history of computations. This parameter defines how many
entries will be held in the history. Set it appropriately. Setting it to a high value in the
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hundreds will be no problem since the parameter set values stored is not that much
memory. Remember that the history is saved from one session to the next. So if you quit
the program and start it again later the history will still be there.
• Recent Images Size – Digital Lith maintains a list of your recently used images. If you
want to open one of them just select them from the Recent Images sub-menu of the File
menu. With this setting you can specify the maximum number of entries in that menu.
The default is 15 and there is a hard maximum of 100.
• Language – Here you can set the language. We do have two localizations, English and
German. If you run in another locale DigitalLith will default to English.
• The information to be logged in the log file – This defines on how detailed the info
that is written to the log file is. That can be:
• Error – only error messages are written to the log file.
• Error and Warning – only error and warning messages are written to the log file.
• Error, Warning and Info – error, warning and info messages are written to the log file.
• Everything – everything is written to the log file. That might be fine info and only useful
for debug purposes.
• Action After Computation – Since the compute process might take some time that you
do not want to stare on the monitor all the time you can configure what should happen
once the computation is done. These are the following:
• Do nothing – there will be no action at all.
• Show a dialog and play a sound – this open a dialog window and play a beep once the
processing is done.
• Show a dialog only – this will only show a dialog window but not play a sound.
• Play a sound – this will not show a dialog, but play a sound.
• On Mac OS once the computation finishes you also will see the program icon jumping.
• Automatically run on preset selection – DigitalLith lets you define presets so that you
can easily re-use settings that you prefer. There are two possibilities to select a preset.
First you can click on one of the presets in the list on the right of the program window.
The other method is to select one of the presets in the favorites list. Most of the times
you select a preset you may want to immediately do a test development with it without
changing any development parameters. This setting lets you select to automatically start
a test development whenever you select a preset.
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• Show Exchange Previews – When you go to the preset exchange you can select info
about a specific preset. Part of this is a preview about how the preset will compute your
image. It is an overview and a crop showing the details. But if your internet connection is
slow you might decide to not download these images and stick with the textual
description of the preset.
• Show Tooltips on UI Elements – For some user interface elements there are tooltips.
One example is the process parameters. Once you move the mouse over the parameter
name you will get a small tooltip window with a description of the parameter. If you are
new to DigitalLith that might be an option to enable. Once you are more experienced you
might decide to not show these tips because they are distractive.
• Show Units for Parameter Names – By default, DigitalLith shows just the parameter
names. With this option you can enable to show the parameter names with
corresponding units. This means that each parameter name contains info if this is a
number or a percentage and also info about the range. For the inexperienced user this
might be useful. Those who use DigitalLith regularly might choose to leave this off since
the UI looks cleaner without the unit info. There is still unit info in the tool tips.
• Show Headers in Parameter Panel – In the parameter panel there are headers for the
process, coloring and uneven development sections. These might make the panel more
clearly structured. But if you decide that these headers will take too much space in the
panel – switch them off.
• Show Preset Descriptions – If you define a preset, besides the name you can also add
a descriptive text. This option lets you define if that description should be shown if you
move the mouse over a preset.
• Show Process Selector – DigitalLith comes equipped with the standard development
process. But there is the possibility to install different processes. At the moment there is
one more process you can download from the exchange. This is more of a fun process
which shows how the program rendered images in one of the very first versions. There is
work on a more complex alternative process but that is not ready yet. And you may
develop your own process module using the sdk. If you have installed multiple processes
but do not want to show the selector just uncheck this option.
• Show Pattern – DigitalLith allows for different takes on uneven development. One of
them is the use of pattern overlays over the image before development. You will find
more of this in another tutorial post. But if you do not use patterns at all, then there is no
need to show that part of the UI and you can uncheck this option to simplify the UI.
• Show Pepper Fogging – DigitalLith can simulate chaotic infectious development also
known as pepper fogging. Usually this is something you want to avoid in the real
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process. If you do not want to use that aspect of uneven development just uncheck this
option to make the UI simpler.
• Show Streaking – Another take on uneven development is streaking. Initially DigitalLith
does not come with any streaking module installed. To add streaking modules go to the
exchange and download the ones you like. There is a dedicated section about streaking
modules later in the tutorial. In the case that you do not use any streaking modules there
is no need to show that part in the UI.
• Use Wide Color Selector – In the coloring dialog there are different gradient sliders
which let you define the colors. The normal dialog has a resolution of 128 values of 256
possible values. With this option you can enable to show wide sliders which let you
select all 256 possible values but might no longer fit on very small displays.
• Automatically check for new versions – There is a new version of the program every
once in a while. If you do not want to go out and check the web site yourself you can
enable DigitalLith on startup to check if there is a new version and if so let you know that
there is.
• Output to Jpg – By default DigitalLith creates PNG output files. If you prefer to create
jpgs, here you can define the output quality.
• Scale with high quality – If checked scaling of the image is done with a higher quality.
This also means that when the image is scaled, the scaling of the image on load or on
change of the image adjustments takes more time and slows down the UI a bit
(especially when upscaling to a large image size).
• Add size and borders to filenames – This appends the used size and border to the
filename. You can give a pattern where SIZE is replaced by the size given in the process
and BORDER is replaced by the border given in the process. The default will append for
example _s2400_b10 if you select 2400 for size and 10 for border.
• Use System File Dialog – By default DigitalLith uses the standard Java file dialog.
Selecting this allows you to use the operating systems file dialog which you might like
more and which you are probably more used to.
• Create Unique Name by Default for System File Dialog – The system file dialog for
saving an image warns about a file being overwritten. This behavior can not be
configured so that you would end up with the warning coming from the system file dialog
and then again the warning from DigitalLith which allows you to create a unique name.
To avoid that double warning you can define if you want to overwrite or use a unique
name if using the system file dialog. If checked then if you choose to overwrite in the
system file dialog, DigitalLith will create a file with a unique name instead.
• Ignore Case in Presets List – This ignores case when ordering the list of presets
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• Use Native Retina Resolution in Image Preview – When running on a retina display
you are able to use the native resolution for the image preview. This allows for finer
preview but also means that the computation of the preview takes more time.
This completes the list of preferences. Have a look at them and maybe come back to them
once you have more experience using the program.
But now that this is out of the way you should be able to load your first image into the
program and run a first development. For that, go to the next chapter.
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Running Your First Development
Now that you have installed and setup the program it is time to run your first image through
DigitalLith. Therefore you first need to load an image into the program. It can be a black
and white or a color jpg. Most of the time you might want to use a black and white image
as DigitalLith only does a pretty simple black and white conversion.
This post will show you the possibilities you have to
drive the process. On the left you can see an image
loaded into the program shown as a small preview
image. Below the image you see a row of buttons
used to drive the program. To load the image you can
use either the Open button, the File Open menu or
the cmd-O (ctrl-O on Windows) keyboard shortcut.
Some things to note, I am running on a retina display
and have set my preview image area to be 1200×1200. If you are not running on a high
resolution display (or maybe on an even bigger display) what you see might be differ. So I
recommend to download the test image (see end of page) and do you own test runs. At
the moment everything is at the defaults.
Here we are going to use the default settings as you
have them present when you run the program the first
time. Now let’s go directly to your first development.
First you usually want to do a test development, so
just press the Test button (or the cmd-T keyboard
shortcut) and watch the image getting developed.
What you then end up with is something as shown on
the right.
It looks somehow already a bit lithy, but there is still
the color missing (which we will deal in another
episode of this tutorial series). Also since this is a
process with some locality this will just give you a
rough overview about how the image might turn out.
You may want to have a look to a crop to see what is
really going on. Just click into the image to get that
part of the image enlarged. To get back to the normal
view, click into the image area again and the full
image will be shown. But now we are going to do a test development of an enlarged area.
So enlarge one part of it and then press Test again and you may see something like the
image on the left.
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This shows how the image is rendered at the pixel level. And that might be again too
detailed. But this is all DigitalLith can offer. It is a program which needs to get used to and
where you – as in the real process – need to get some experience. But hang-on, there is
at least one feature that might come in helpful here. We can switch from the detailed view
to the full view again without loosing the development of the detailed view or of the crop if
you like. If you press cmd-I (ctrl-I on Windows) you can see the developed crop right in the
full view – as you can see in the next image. And then there is also cmd-J (ctrl-J on
Windows) which allows you to switch between original and lithed preview.
Now how do you influence how the image is going to
be rendered. First of all let’s look at the processing
time. That is the parameter right at the top of the
parameter panel which you will find on the left. This
parameter defines the number of iterations that the
process runs. Increase it and you will get a darker
image, decrease it and it will turn out lighter. Every
time you change a parameter you will have to run the
test development again. You can also stay with the
crop embedded in the full preview and do a test development. Instead of the full preview
being developed you will now see the crop inside the preview developed. You can also
switch with cmd-I (ctrl-I on Windows) back and forth while the development is going on.
OK, setting the development time parameter to some value is one way to stop the
development process. But there are two other ways to influence development time. One is
by telling the program to stop development once the first pixels just turn not into black. For
that you will have to give 0 as development time. To
get a step darker, which means that there are pixels
which just turned black: use -1, -2 means to go one
step further and so on.
On the left you can see the test development run with
a 0 as development time which means that the
development stopped after 76 iterations and that
leads to a much lighter image. Sometimes, if you do
not have any idea about how to set the development
time, going with a 0 or -1 might turn out to be a good idea. At least until you learn about the
third way to control the development time.
And now here is the method you may know from doing real lith prints. Here you start the
test development by clicking on the Snatch button (or cmd-S keyboard shortcut). Now the
development will run as long as you do not press the snatch button again. Once you stop
the development the used process time will show up in the process time input field and
you can refine it.
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On the following image you can see the result of a
development controlled with the snatch button. It is a
development stopped a bit late, the darker parts
turned into full black and you also see a bit more of
the grain being built up. Probably these blocked
blacks are not what you want. So lets go back to the
initial values or some other values you found useful.
Then once you have the correct parameters you can
decide to compute the image. There are two possibilities, first you can click the Develop
button (or cmd-D) and after the dialog to input a name for the processed image, your
image will get developed and you can watch it getting developed. In this stage you still are
able to stop development using the snatch button. Once the image is developed you can
go on with the same or another image.
But processing an image might be a time consuming task and you may not want to wait for
an image being developed. In that case you can send it to the batch-queue via the Batch
button and have it developed in the background while you work on the next image. If there
are images in the batch queue is shown at the top of the preview area. Also there is info
about the progress of the current image in the queue.
For each image in the queue an empty file is created once it is sent to the batch queue so
that not another development may take the same file name. If you have many images in
the queue and want to quit, in order to not get stuck with empty image files please use the
Stop Batch button to cleanup those files before you quit the program.
So there, now you have your first image developed. Here is how it might look like
You can download the sample image following this link: Click!
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Dealing With Color
Now we are going to have a closer look at the Coloring Dialog. The DigitalLith process
itself is a pure grayscale process. The color is added later after the image is developed. Or
if you have the development running in the preview window after each iteration.
There are different ways to deal with color. So let us
have a look at the coloring parameter section first.
What you see is two check boxes, a button and a
color gradient. The color gradient shows how the
tonal curve is mapped to color values from dark to light tones. The Keep Color checkbox is
used when you want to preserve the current coloring in a preset selection. More about
presets in a later chapter but if you select a preset and the preset includes the coloring,
then the preset coloring is not taken if this check box is selected. If the Black&White Only
check box is selected, then no matter what the coloring is, a black&white image is created
and stored. This is what you want to select if you add color later in another photo
processor. More fun in my opinion is to have the coloring done while processing.
Now let us jump right into the color dialog. To get
there press the Set Colors button. On the left you can
see how the dialog looks if you have never dealt with
color before or if you selected a reset of all colors and
curves. It might look a little bit confusing the first time
you look at it, but once you know how it works it is not
at all confusing again.
Right at the top there is a selection about which
coloring method to use. There is the coloring method
of version 3.x of the program which is there for
backward compatibility. And there is the new version
4.0 coloring method. In version 3.x coloring you could
define tonal curves for the highlights and shadows
and the mid-tone color is filled in. In version 4.0
coloring you can also set the tonal curve for the midtone color. Let us go with version 4 for now.
Below the coloring method selector you see the color gradient for the current selection.
This is updated once you pull the sliders or change the curve so that you always see the
effect of your changes. If you have an already computed image in the preview this image
will also be adjusted as you work on the controls of the dialog. It would be pretty time
consuming if you would have to run a test development every time you adjust the coloring.
Then you have the color selectors for the shadow, mid-tone and highlight color. You can
set the hue and saturation.
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Below there is a coordinate system showing five curves: the shadow, mid-tone and
highlight curve, the global saturation and the gradient.
To adjust one of the curves you need to select the curve with the select box. The selected
curve is shown in red. To add a new point to the curve just click where you want to place it
and the point is added to the curve. To move a point, just click on it and drag the mouse. If
you want to remove a point then you just move it to another point and they merge into one.
Alternatively you can also ctrl-click on a point to remove it.
Besides the Cancel and OK buttons there are two more: Reset to reset the whole dialog
and Reset Current to reset the current selected curve.
For the next development let us do the following adjustments (at the end of the page you
will find a download link containing a preset with the coloring as shown)

With that coloring dialed in what we get in the UI is the following:
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And last but not least, here is the final image with these settings:

Following this link you will get the preset with the above coloring: Click!
If you want to download the preset and add it to DigitalLith, here is a quick start in loading
presets from files: Below the presets list on the right there is an import button. Click it and
select the preset file. Once loaded you can simply select the preset and the coloring will
change.
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Standard Process Parameters
In the last two sections we did developments
without really knowing what all the
parameters are meant for. Now we are going
to have a closer look at all those
development parameters. But keep in mind,
this just covers the standard development
parameters, there might be process modules
installed with totally different parameters or
parameters with the same name, but different
behavior. Let us walk through them from top
to bottom:

The Parameters
Development Time – DigitalLith is an
iterative process where at each step the
image is computed out of the step before.
The Development Time defines the number
of iterations. If you give a number greater
than zero this defines the fixed number the
process should run. But you can also have
the process run until the first pixel does just
not turn into full black. In that case you set
the development time to zero. If you want to
go one more step than set the development
time to -1, for two iterations more set it to -2
and so on.
The Development Time is a parameter which is independent of the selected process
module. Whatever process module you are going to use, it will always be an iterative
process.
Dilution Time – DigitalLith is an iterative process and an exponential process too. That
means the effects from one step towards the next might be quite strong and to have a
better control on that you can define an iteration step from which on the development runs
with a higher dilution. This parameter defines the iteration step. If you do not want this to
happen, set it to 0 or keep the dilution factor to 1.
Dilution Factor – With this parameter you define the factor by which the dilution is
increased once the dilution time is reached. A factor of 1 will have no effect.
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Area Size – In the darkroom process the development runs faster where there is a silver
grain already seeded. To simulate this behavior DigitalLith runs with some locality. That
means to compute a pixel also an area around it is used. This parameter gives the radius
of this area. The area is going to used weighted so that those pixels with a greater
distance will have less influence.
If you give an area size of 1 then the area used will be the 3×3 matrix around the pixel. A
size of 2 will result in a 5×5 matrix and so on. Having a bigger area will slow down the
process since there is more work to do.
One exception is area size of 0 where there is a 3×3 non-weighted area used.
Highlight Contrast – With this parameter you get control over the contrast level of the
highlights. A value above one increases the highlight contrast whereas a value grater than
zero, but lower than one decreases highlight contrast and thus also highlight definition.
When you increase this parameter you may also want to decrease the exposure
parameter, even into negative numbers. This parameter got introduced with version 4.5 of
DigitalLith.
Slowdown Shadows – With this parameter you get control over the deep shadows as it
slows down shadows the darker they get. This is a percentage. This parameter got
introduced with version 4.5 of DigitalLith.
Midtone Gradient – To have at least a little bit influence on the gradient you can define
the mid-tone gradient which lets you adjust contrast of the image. In cases where you use
an image right out of the camera this might be a good way to increase or decrease
contrast. A value greater than 1 increases contrast, a value smaller than 1 will decrease
contrast.
Bromide Increase – As in the real process bromide will slow down development and
increase shadow grain. In the real process bromide will build up in the developer during
development. This parameter lets you simulate this. You specify the percentage bromide
will be increased from one iteration to the next. Set it to 0 to run with constant bromide. A
negative value will decrease bromide.
Dilution Increase – Also the developer dilution might change slightly when developing an
image as the developer gets weaker over time. With this parameter you can simulate it.
What you specify is the percentage the dilution increases from one iteration to the next.
Exposure – In the darkroom process you control image contrast by the amount of overexposure you give to the image. The more light you give to the image the better the
highlight tones catch up with the shadows. This parameter is the corresponding in
DigitalLith and the behavior is the same, the highlight tones catch up if you increase it.
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Dilution – This is the developer dilution. Increase it to have the process running longer.
This influences how grain builds up as that effect is more pronounced if there are more
iterations.
Grain – To have infectious development started DigitalLith lays down a grain pattern over
the paper layer. This should be a value greater than zero. The higher the value the coarser
the grain. Most of the time you will end up with a value below one. With this parameter you
are able to simulate a little bit the behavior of different papers. Use a low value to have
DigitalLith produce effects that you may get with finer grained papers like Fomatone. Or
increase the value to have DigitalLith simulating more grainier lithing papers like Adox
Vario Classic or Fomabrom.
Sulfite and Bromide – These two parameters belong together and so will be described
together. Bromide will slow down development and makes the grain coarser whereas
sulfite will speed up development and make the grain smoother. These two parameters are
tied together as they define a ratio and not absolute values. That means that the effect of
setting bromide/sulfite to 2/4 is the same as setting them to 1/2.

Playing around with parameters
Now that we have described them all let us try to go back to the image from last section
and experiment a bit with it. In the previous example, the image that you see is with a
development time of 95. And as you may have realized, there is a lot of highlight detail in
the image that is not yet showing up very satisfying in the lith image.
As in real lith we might want to increase the exposure to get the highlights catching up with
the shadows. Let us start with a relatively high number of 5 in this case. You can see (first
image) that this also brings in the mid-tones – and far too much, so we will have to
decrease development time.
You can do this by using the snatch mechanism. And since exposure value of 5 seems a
bit over the top, let us reduce it to 3. With snatching I ended up at a development time of
90. The second image (see next page) shows the result.
Next let us go with a little bit more lith grain. A higher grain value (0.3 in our case) results in
faster development. So let’s go up with the dilution too and set it to 30. Keep the
development time for now (or snatch it if you like). The result is shown in the third image.
Now let us deal with another parameter pair. It is the sulfite/bromide ratio. A higher amount
of sulfite smoothens the grain. As you see in the third image, it got rather grainy, so let us
smooth it by setting the sulfite to 5 instead of 2. But keep in mind: Increasing sulfite also
means a speed-up in development. So let’s increase the dilution again, this time to 40
which might let us stay at 90 for the development time. See image four for the result of this
development.
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Now again, I do not think that the highlights look very promising and by just looking at the
highlights and mid-tones we ended up with rather blocked shadows. So in our next run we
are going to slow down shadow development a bit by setting the slowdown shadows value
to 50 and the development time to 80. See the fifth image. This unblocks the shadows a bit
but shadows are rather dull since the shadow contrast isn’t very good.
And this leads us to a parameter that I use all the time since it got introduced. It is the
highlight contrast parameter. With Exposure, Highlight Contrast and Slowdown Shadows
you are able to control contrast in your image to a degree earlier versions of DigitalLith
were not able to. So let’s give it a try.
Just remember, you need to play around a bit and get used to all these parameters to get
the results you want. There is no free lunch. But to make a long story short: The highlight
contrast value and the exposure value depend on each other a bit. So when increasing the
highlight contrast you will very often go into the negative values with the exposure value,
just to preserve shadow contrast too. And since your shadows might block up too fast you
will have to use the slowdown shadows parameter to get differentiation in the shadows
again. Once you’ve done this a few times it becomes second nature. Here we go with the
following changes w.r.t. the last development: Highlight Contrast (5), Slowdown Shadows
(75) and Exposure (-2) and see the last image for the result. You can download these
settings as a preset here: Click!
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So here is what you already learned:
• Increase the dilution to slow down development
• Increase grain for coarser grain (will speed up development too)
• Increase sulfite for finer grain (will speed up development too)
• Increase bromide for coarser grain (will slow down development too)
• Increase exposure to get the highlights catch up with the shadows.
• Deal with highlight contrast, slowdown shadows and exposure values to control highlight
and shadow contrast
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Dealing With Presets
Once you played around with the program you may
find parameters that you like more than others. And
since there are many parameters, you do not want to
remember them all. This is where presets come in.
We already used them in the previous sections. If you
went through the previous tutorial sections, your
presets list might already show more than just the
Default preset. In fact, it might look like what you can
see on the right. I reduced the DigitalLith window size
so that you can see the whole preset area elements which means the list of presets and
the New, Import and Exchange buttons. And with the previous sections you might also be
already familiar with the import button.
And you may already made friend with presets without deliberately defining one yourself
anyway.
First there is the history. Whenever you do a development, the
used parameters are stored to the history. You can browse through
the history using the Previous and Next buttons at the bottom of
the parameter area of the user interface. What you did with this
was just to select an un-named preset. The history is preserved
from one session to the next, so once you quit the program you do not loose your history.
But having only the history would be very
uncomfortable. There is a better way to remember
parameters and that is named presets. Once you
have a parameter set that you like, click on the New
button on the presets panel and a dialog will show up
which lets you save these parameters to a preset with
a name you give and a description. There are
different types of presets. First you can just take all
the parameters which includes the development
parameters, the color parameters, the uneven
development parameters and the image adjustment
parameters. Or you can just take a selection of the
above. This means if you define a preset to only contain the color parameters, then all the
other parameters are unaffected once you select that preset. And third, you are also able
to define a streaking union preset which will just deal with streaking parameters and also
when selected does not overwrite the exiting streaking parameters, but just extends to
them. But at the moment you do not know about streaking at all – so let’s not deal with this
now.
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Once you hit OK the preset will show up in the
presets list and you can select it from there.
If you move the mouse over a preset name in the
preset list, the description will be shown in a small
tooltip window like the one you see on the right.
If you like to manage your presets then right or ctrl-click on a preset which pops up a
context menu that lets you rename or redefine a preset from the current setting. There is
also the possibility to delete the preset or export it into a file so that you can share the
preset with others or move to another computer. And at the bottom there is the possibility
to add the preset to the favorites menu.
To import presets from a file that you got from someone
else or to re-import a preset that you have exported
before you can use the Import button. This opens a file
selection dialog so that you can select the preset file
and import the presets stored in the file.
Another way to get your list of presets filled is to go to
the DigitalLith Exchange. That is the button next to the
Import button. The Exchange button will be handled in
an extra chapter.
And there is another kind of presets. It is the processed image itself. Every time DigitalLith
stores an image it puts the processing data into the metadata. You can read the
processing data from an image file by clicking on the Read From File button. This lets you
select the image file and populates the processing data from the data found in the
metadata.
Over time you might store more and more presets
and the list fills up and you will end up scrolling up
and down to find the preset you are looking for. To
access those presets that you favor more easily there
is the Favorites menu which lets you setup a list of the most used presets. On the right you
can see the Favorites Menu with one preset already added via the popup we talked above.
And since even that menu might fill up there is another
way to define what will show up in the menu and what
not. If you select Manage Favorites from the Favorites
menu you will see a window like the one on the left
which lets you select those presets which are to show
up in the Favorites menu. As you can see the coloring
example preset is already selected and as you can see
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above that is correct, since it has been added to the favorite presets before. Once you are
done with selecting your favorites, just click OK and the dialog window will hide and the
menu is updated with your selections.
OK, we mentioned an image adjustments preset selection. In the next chapter we are
going to deal with image adjustments.
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Image Adjustments
In this section of the the tutorial we are going to cover the image adjustments part of the
parameter panel. DigitalLith is an iterative process and also a process with quite a bit of
locality. This means that the area around the pixel influences its next value. For this reason
the image size is an important factor. It is a difference if you lith first and then scale or if
you scale first and then lith. And that also means that you should keep the pursued image
size in mind. If you do want to lith the image for different sizes you do not have to provide
the source in different sizes. DigitalLith can do that for you with the image adjustments.
Here you can scale the image before it gets through
the process. And you are also able to put a border
around it which is then also being lithed along with
the image. If your very highlights in the coloring turn
out to be too light you can adjust the lightness
parameter. 100 means bright white where 0 means black. Keep in mind that even if you
set the border to be white, it will take the color of the brightest highlights of the coloring.
The number for scale image denotes the number of pixels of the long edge used to scale.
The border is an extra to that.
If you change the image adjustments the preview development is gone since the preview
image is going to change as it is scaled from the adjustment settings.
Below you can see an example of image scaling before and after processing with
DigitalLith. The one on the left is being processed in high resolution and then scaled down
to 1500 pixels at the long edge. The one on the right is scaled down to 1500 and then
processed. For the other parameters: Reset the parameters, apply the coloring preset, go
with development time of 85, dilution of 30 and grain of 0.3.
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Session Files
This is going to be a rather short tutorial section. It deals with some helper files needed to
save the session, presets, log information and so on.
These files are stored in the users home directory as dot files, so on Linux/Mac they won’t
be visible.
• .digital_lith_session45 – contains the session. This includes the history and the
current development settings.
• .digital_lith_preferences45 – contains the preferences.
• .digital_lith_presets45 – contains all the presets you defined or imported.
• .digital_lith_log – contains the log data written by the file. The amount of info
depends on the corresponding preferences setting.
If you come from an earlier version of DigitalLith, then with the first call of the new version
of DigitalLith the old files are read and stored in the new files. That way the older files are
not changed in case you still want to use the earlier version for some reason.
Needless to say that the 45 in the file names above is going to be changed to 46 once
version 4.6 is out.
That is already it for the session files. Now let us move on to something filling your presets
list, the DigitalLith Exchange.
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The DigitalLith Exchange
There is a place where you can get predefined presets, as well as streaking or process
modules. We have not yet talked about streaking or process modules that is going to be
covered in a later episode. For now let’s deal with the presets flavor of the exchange.
You remember from a previous section that there is an Exchange button below the presets
list. Clicking that button the program will lead you to the preset exchange. Instead of that
button you can also use the Presets menu where you find an entry to go to the exchange
or (a hell lot of possibilities for something that you do not very often) you can got to the
Exchange menu where there is an entry for the presets exchange.
Needless to say, you will have to be connected to the internet to find your way to the
exchange. If you do not want the program to connect to the internet – for whatever reason
you can think of, some people do not like a program to connect to the outside world – then
there is no presets exchange for you as there is no other way to get the presets.
Having that in mind, let’s go to the DigitalLith Exchange. You do this via one of the above
possibilities. The program then downloads a list of available presets and show them in a
dialog like this:

Here you can select one or more presets and once you click
on Import they will get imported and you will find them in the
list of presets.
If you like to get more info about a specific preset you can
click on Read more … and a bit more description is shown
and if you enabled the show the preview images in the
preferences you will also see the effect of the preset in an
overview and crop image.
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Uneven Development - Patterns and Pepper Fogging
In this chapter of the DigitalLith tutorial we are going to have a closer look at uneven
development. This will be a two part topic and we start with patterns and pepper fogging
which means this part of the parameter section shown below on the right.
When doing lith prints, depending on the paper and
developer setup you use, it may happen that you get
an uneven development effect. Lith printing is
vulnerable to inconsistent move of the developer tray.
So you may get streaking and maybe under developed
parts. Lith printing also easily reveals emulsion faults
where the normal process just runs smooth. And then
you may also have to deal with chaotic infectious
development also called pepper fogging. Pepper
fogging usually is controllable although there are papers where this is easier as with
others.

Pepper Fogging
Let’s start with pepper fogging first since this is just one single parameter. It is given as a
percentage. That means you specify the percentage of the image area which will show
pepper fogging. Usually this will be a very small number, way below one percent. The
following images show increasing amount of pepper fogging (1/10000%, 1/1000%,
1/100%)

Pepper fogging is applied to the image at the beginning of the process so the fogging gets
developed and dots will grow in size – which explains why the 1/100% image does not
really look like 1/100%.
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Usually pepper fogging is something that you want to avoid and it is added to DigitalLith
just for fun and completeness. I for example have it switched off in the preferences since I
never use it – except for these demo images.

Patterns
Next part of this chapter is the pattern overlay. Here you provide a set of patterns that you
can choose from and then this is added to the image before processing. It is added to the
paper layer only and so it is different from applying the pattern to the image before loading
it into DigitalLith.
To work the tutorial you can create a directory on your filesystem and then in the
preferences point the pattern directory entry to this directory. At the end of this chapter you
can find two zip files for download. Please unpack them into your pattern directory
preserving the subdirectories – this means after unpacking the two files your pattern
directory will contain two subdirectories called PaperCrushed and PaperCrushedSmooth.
Each of the two subdirectories will contain two patterns.
Now, if you click on the Pattern type in the uneven development part of the parameter
panel you will be able to select between the two pattern types.
The patterns are organized into pattern types. As you
already know from installing the demo patterns, on
your disk this means there is a pattern directory that
you specify in the preferences and then you have the
patterns organized in subdirectories which correspond
to the pattern type. I have a whole set of images of
crumpled paper which I have in original and smoothed
versions in different directories. One example would
also be to have different grain patterns and so on. For
example you might photograph a gray cardboard with film and then scan the film and store
that as a pattern to have the grain structure applied to the image. So the pattern type is the
directory name of the subdirectory and the pattern name is the file name of the files found
in that directory. There is no other configuration file needed for this. The image on the left
shows how this might look like.
Once you select a pattern you need also to give a pattern strength (which corresponds a
bit to the grain value of the standard process). Then in addition to that you might want to
do some transformations like rotate it or flip it horizontally or vertically. There might be
more transformations to come.
Since the overall brightness of your patterns might be different you may check autocontrast which will adjust the pattern so that its values will range from bright white to pure
black and the average brightness will be a middle gray. That way you can change the
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pattern without adjusting the strength or any other development parameter to match the
pattern brightness.
And last but not least you can also invert the pattern.
Let’s look at some examples. We start with the demo image, reset the development
parameters and apply the coloring preset to have the same coloring. Patterns can be quite
aggressive if the bromide is high. So let us adjust the development parameters a bit and
set the sulfite to 5, the dilution to 30 and the development time to 85. Do not select any
pattern yet – we do want to have something to compare to. See the first image below.
Then since we add a pattern increase the dilution to 40 and select the pattern type
PaperCrushed with pattern name img002. This will set the pattern strength to 0.1 – keep it.
The result can be seen in the second image below.
Next let us try the effect of auto contrast. Select that option and keep everything else the
same. See the third image below.
And next we also check invert – as above, keep everything else and you should get a
result similar to image four below.
Now that crushed paper patterns might be a bit hard to accept – it is a matter of taste
anyway. To get an impression of uneven development it is better to go with smoothed out
patterns. Let us try this by selecting pattern type PaperCrushedSmooth and again with
pattern name img002. And we do not invert this time. The result can be seen in the fifth
image.
OK and last but not least, since the images went a bit dull, let us bring a bit of contrast
back. For that we increase the highlight contrast to 2 and the exposure to -1. Go with the
dilution back to 30 and let us also get some slow-down and contrast by increasing the
bromide about by 2% in each iteration. You can download the preset for this at the bottom
of the page. The result is the sixth and last image below.
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If you want to reduce the pattern effect without having to adjust the image brightness once
more you can go ahead and add extra density. The following example shows the effect.
With a pattern strength of 0.5 effect seems way too strong, reduce the strength to 0.2 and
set the additional density parameter to 0.2 to balance out the strength reduction.
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There is another pattern adjustment that we have not talked about and which is only of use
if you develop you image with a border. When having an image border you can decide
wether you want to add the pattern to the border too. In previous versions of DigitalLith the
pattern has always been applied to the border and that means that for compatibility
reasons the default is on. Here you can see the difference between the two settings, on
the left the pattern is applied to the border, on the right it is not applied to the border.

As you can see, there is a lot of room for creativity here. Play around with it and make sure
that you do not end up walking around and looking for patterns only.
Here you can download some patterns and an example preset:
• Crushed Paper Patterns
• Smoothed Crushed Paper Patterns
• Pattern Example Preset
This completes the section about pepper fogging and pattern overlays. The next chapter
will throw some light on streaking modules which is another way to have uneven
development effects simulated.
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Uneven Development - Streaking Modules
This is the second chapter about uneven development. This time it will cover streaking
modules. Streaking modules in principle compute a pattern overlay on the fly. But they also
can make use of the negative itself and so for example can create stronger effects in the
shadows and so on.
To make use of streaking modules you have to go to the DigitalLith Exchange and
download them from there as DigitalLith does not come with any streaking module preinstalled. Before you install streaking modules you have to set the extensions directory in
the preferences. Once you have done this go to the Exchange menu and select the
Streaking menu entry. This will show you a list of available streaking modules like the one
below. Make sure that your computer is connected to the internet.

You can get more details about the streaking modules by clicking on Read more. Select as
many modules as you like and then click on Import to import them to the directory
specified in the preferences.
Now that you have the streaking modules installed
and also enabled streaking in the preferences you will
see the following section in the Uneven Development
part of the parameters. There is a popup menu to
select the kind of streaking you want to add. You may be surprised about the long list of
streaking types you can select from, much more than you selected to download. This is
because almost all streaking modules provide more than one streaking type. There is
always different flavors contained in a module. Do your selection and then click on the Add
button to add that kind of streaking. Sometimes one streaking type is not enough, so you
can add as many streaking entries as you want.
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If you want to reset all streaking click on the Reset button which will remove all selected
streaking. The Manage button will be covered later in this section. Let us first select a
streaking type from the popup menu and add it to the parameters.
On the left you will see what your parameters look
like now. Here we added Bent Vertical Area Invert
which is added with its default parameters. Let us first
have a look at the parameters, just to get an idea
about how the parameters of quite a few streaking
modules look like. Usually there is an option to
specify an amount of streaking to be applied. This is
usually a percentage of the image area. Here we
even have two amounts, first the one which specifies
how much of the image area is covered with streaks
and then the amount of streaking applied per streak.
Then there is a variance, also given in percent so that
no all streaks will have the same length and amount. Also the length into the image area is
given, in this case the streaks will reach from bottom and top edges 70% into the image
area. Then we have a grain size which lets you specify – well – the size of the grains
created. Next there is the strength. This is comparable with the grain parameter of the
process. But you will see that you often have to give far higher values for the streaking.
Then in this case there is a misalignment which means that the streaks might change
direction a bit. And the last one is the flection which defines how much the streaks are
bent. Play around with it and you will get used to the parameters.
Now let’s have a look at the different UI elements, the two arrows will let you move the
streaking up and down if there are more than one streaking types added. A click on the
minus sign will remove this streaking and a click on the plus sign will duplicate it with the
same parameters.
If you ctrl-click the name of the streaking type a context menu like the one on the right will
pop up. Here you are able to change the streaking
type of the current selection. You can change from
one type to another within the same module since
they share the same parameters.
You can disable the this streaking or if it is disabled
you can re-enable it again. And you can collapse it
so that the parameters do not take up all the
space. If it is collapsed then this lets you expand it
again. There might be modules where you have
vertical and horizontal parameters in one type. You
can switch vertical and horizontal ones.
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With Set Defaults you can define the current values as default values for this streaking
type which means whenever you add streaking of that type the current values will be used
as default values. And with the reset you can reset the current values to the default values.
Now let us have a look at the streaking modules manage feature. For that let us first
change the parameters for the bent area streaking and set the Strength to 0.8 since the
invert almost always needs a greater value than the normal type. Then select the Set
Defaults menu entry. After that click on the Manage button and you will get to a dialog like
the following (depending on which streaking modules you have installed).

Here you see a list of all installed streaking types. Since every streaking module contains
multiple streaking types it may very well be the case, that you only like some of those
types. So why bothering with those types that you do not like. Here you can select those
that you like to see in the streaking selection. In addition to that you also see for which
streaking type you have default values overwritten and select those which you want to
reset the stored default values to the types original defaults.
Now it is time to show the result of the above settings with our test image. You see the
effects more on darker than on lighter areas (except for the paper only options where we
do not work with the image negative).
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I created a preset for the development parameters of the image above: Click!
This finishes this section and also the sections about the DigitalLith Exchange. We will not
cover the Process Module Exchange since there is no serious process module alternative
at this time. For some time I had an extended DigitalLith process but that eventually made
it into the standard process.
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Development Parameters Revisited
This is the last section of the DigitalLith tutorial. To finish the series we are going to have
another look at the development parameters. We have not had a close look on all of them
yet.
First let’s have a look at two parameters which let you
better control the end-result. As DigitalLith is a kind of
exponential process it can happen that the changes
at the very end of the process are rather dramatic from one iteration step to the next. For
that reason you can define a development step from which on the development runs with a
higher dilution. As long as the dilution time is 0 we do not use it. This might also be a good
way to have more control if you want to stop development using the snatch button. You
can play around with it a bit. No need for examples here.
Then there is the bromide increase and also the
dilution increase. With the dilution increase you
specify the percentage the dilution increases for each
iteration. This is a bit similar to the dilution time/factor, except that it is going through the
whole process and this is also giving you more control over the result in the last few
iterations.
More interesting is the bromide increase parameter which specifies the percentage of
bromide change for each iteration. You can set it to a positive number which means the
bromide increases and grain gets coarser towards the end or you can set it to a negative
number which means bromide decreases and grain gets smoother towards the end of the
process.
Here are four examples of it and I processed them to a lower resolution so that the effect
shows clearer. Here is how you can do the same yourself. Reset the development
parameters, apply our coloring preset and for each of the following examples set the
development time to 70 and the grain to 0.3. Then select the scale image from image
adjustments and set it to 1500. And now run developments with the following parameters:
example

1

2

3

4

bromide increase

0

3

-3

0

50

35

30

25

sulfite

8

8

1

1

bromide

1

1

1

1

dilution
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You see and already know, playing around with sulfite and bromide changes the
development time. We wanted to keep the development time the same so I adjusted the
dilution instead.
What we do is to show a first example with high sulfite which will smooth out the grain.
Then there is the one which starts with sulfite/bromide ratio 8/1 and will end up with 1/1
(remember bromide and sulfite define a ratio which means 1/1 is the same as 8/8). The
next one starts with 1/1 and will end up with 8/1. And the last example shows the effect of
starting with 1/1 and staying there.

Next let us visit the mid-tone gradient parameter. This can control mid-tone contrast – and
therefore also influences highlight and shadow contrast. A higher value leads to increased
mid-tone contrast and a lower value to flatter mid-tones. Who is curious, you also can use
negative numbers.
Here is an example. As before reset the parameters and apply the coloring preset from
before. Set the development time to 85, we will keep it there, but normally you would want
to adjust it a bit.
The first image is with mid-tone contrast set to 0.25, the second is at 1, the third is at 1.5
and – out of curiosity – the fourth one has it set to -0.5. Here we go:
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And now the very last topic of this chapter. It is a
parameter that I use a lot: The grain gradient. The
grain gradient lets you control when grain builds up.
That means you can keep the highlights relatively grain free but then let it show up more
prominent in the shadows. A value greater than 1 will make the highlights smoother and
the shadow grain increase. A value greater than 0 but lower than 1 will make the grain
appear earlier in the process. One thing that you may want to do when using this is to
increase the grain to a high level and work with a high dilution too. But let us see an
example of the grain gradient parameter in action – together with a few other parameters.
Here is the preset for download: Click!

Here you can see the smooth highlights and the grain appearing from some tonal value
on. With the flat coloring you can have the grain being responsible for the tonal separation.
And this image is also the last one in this chapter and in the whole DigitalLith tutorial. I
hope you had fun and that all this is helpful in understanding DigitalLith and all its
possibilities. There shall be another tutorial coming dealing with all the available streaking
modules. But this is going to take some time. In the meantime: Have fun with DigitalLith
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